
November 29, 2023 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Law Office of Jason R. Crance 
65 Dartmouth College Highway 
Lyme, New Hampshire 03768 
Attention: Jason R. Crance, Esq. 

jason@crancelaw.com 

Meub Associates, PLC 
65 Grove Street 
Rutland, Vermont 05701 
Attention: Andrew James Snow, Esq. 

snow@yourvtlawyer.com 

Re: Request for Clarification 
Decision re: Mann Town Highway Access Road Permit Application 

Dear Messrs. Crance and Snow: 

Thank you for your email messages dated November 8, 2023 and November 13, 2023, 
respectively.  This letter responds to requests for clarification presented in those messages. 
Capitalized terms used but not defined herein are defined in that certain Memorandum of 
Decision dated October 13, 2023 (the “Mann Decision”), with respect to the Application for Town 
Highway Access Road Permit dated July 17, 2023, by Andrew A. and Kathy J. Mann. 

1. Deadline to Complete Work.  Section V.A of the Mann Decision provides in part
that “Applicant shall use best efforts to complete all work in the highway right-of-way by 
November 30, 2023.” 

We understand work in the highway right-of-way has not commenced and therefore is unlikely to 
be completed by November 30.  We also understand the delay in commencement was due in part 
to representations made to the Superior Court by parties to the ongoing White-Mann Litigation. 

For this reason, the Selectboard finds that the failure to complete work by November 30 is not for 
lack of Applicant’s best efforts and that a new deadline of May 31, 2024 is appropriate under the 
circumstances; provided that work in the highway right-of-way shall not commence before April 
15, 2024 without prior approval of the Pomfret Road Foreman. 

2. Restoration for Safe Use.  Section V.A of the Mann Decision also provides that
“[i]f despite Applicant’s best efforts all work in the highway right-of-way cannot be completed by 
November 30, 2023, Applicant shall by the same date remove (or cause to be removed) all objects, 
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fill or obstructions in the highway right-of-way interfering with normal use of the existing traveled 
way of Dinsmoor Road or maintenance of the highway right-of-way.” 

The Selectboard intended this condition to achieve two goals, should the proposed modifications 
not be completed by November 30: first, to restore that portion of Dinsmore Road within the 
highway right-of-way to its condition prior to its recent modification (i.e., to its condition in early 
2022).  And second, to ensure adequate space to remove snow safely from Dinsmoor Road 
without plowing across or depositing material within the traveled way of Bartlett Brook Road. 

The Selectboard expects the requirements of Section V.G of the Mann Decision to be met when 
the proposed modifications are completed.  In the meantime, to promote the safety of the 
traveling public and protect the existing highway infrastructure, Applicant promptly must alter 
the existing berm such that it no longer interferes with maintenance of the highway right-of-way 
and allows snow to be safely removed from the driveway.  In all other respects, Dinsmoor Road 
within the highway right-of-way must be returned to its pre-modification condition until the 
proposed modifications are complete. 

3. Driveway Area Dimensions.  The Selectboard understood the proposed
modifications to include “a level graded, 20-foot wide by 16-foot deep area in which vehicles may 
enter onto and exit from Bartlett Brook Road.”  See Section I.B of the Mann Decision.  Any 
discrepancy revealed by overlaying the Revised Site Plan onto more precise CAD drawings should 
be resolved in favor of the Applicable Standards described in Sections III.A and III.B of the Mann 
Decision. 

The Selectboard anticipates (but does not require) this will entail shifting the 20-foot wide by 16-
foot deep area north to facilitate a 90-degree intersection, more moderate grade and wider 
turning radius.  Enlarging this area up to the dimensions revealed on the CAD drawings also would 
be acceptable if doing so advances the Applicable Standards. 

In either case, the existing culvert at the bottom of Dinsmoor Road and running parallel to Bartlett 
Brook Road must be extended north as necessary to capture anticipated runoff from the modified 
driveway.  In addition, the New Easement dimensions must encompass the entire portion of 
Dinsmoor Road (once the proposed modifications are complete) not already included in the 
Existing Easement. 

* * * * * 

It is the Selectboard’s intent that the approvals, conditions and limitations provided in the Mann 
Decision continue in full force and effect, except as the same may have been clarified by this letter. 

For the Pomfret Selectboard, 

John Peters Jr., chair 

Cc: Alison Sander (via email to sander.alison@gmail.com) 
Richard Dalton (via email to richardwdalton@gmail.com) 


